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Samuel Moyn’s Unprincipled Attack on Human Rights Giant Michael Ratner Is Shameful

  

Samuel Moyn’s vicious and unprincipled attack on Michael Ratner, one of the finest human
rights attorneys of our time ,
was 
published
in the 
New York Review of Books (NYRB) 
on  September 1. Moyn singles out Ratner as a whipping boy to support his  own bizarre theory
that punishing war crimes prolongs war by making it  more palatable. He disingenuously claims
that enforcing the Geneva  Conventions and opposing illegal wars are mutually exclusive. As 
Dexter Filkins noted 
in the 
New Yorker
,  Moyn’s “logic would favor incinerating entire cities, Tokyo style, if  the resulting spectacles of
agony lead more people to oppose American  power.”

  

Moyn takes Ratner—the long-time president of the Center for Constitutional Rights (CCR) who
died in 2016—to task for filing Rasul v. Bush  to give people indefinitely detained at
Guantánamo the constitutional  right to habeas corpus to challenge their detention. Moyn would
have us  turn our backs on people who are tortured, massacred and locked up  indefinitely. He
apparently agrees with the preposterous claim of George  W. Bush’s first attorney general
Alberto Gonzales (who facilitated the  US torture program) that the Geneva
Conventions—which classify torture  as a war crime—were “quaint” and “obsolete.”

  

In his polemic, Moyn  makes the false and astounding claim that “no one, perhaps has done
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more  than [Ratner] to enable a novel, sanitized version of permanent war.”  Without a shred of
evidence, Moyn callously alleges that Ratner  “laundered the inhumanity” of “war that thus
became endless, legal, and humane.” Moyn has apparently never visited Guantánamo, which
many have called a concentration camp, where prisoners were 
ruthlessly tortured
and  held for years without charges. Although Barack Obama ended Bush’s  torture program,
prisoners at Guantánamo were violently force-fed on  Obama’s watch, which constitutes torture.

  

The Supreme Court agreed with Ratner, Joseph Margulies and CCR in Rasul. Margulies, who
was lead counsel in the case, told me that 
Rasul
“doesn’t humanize [the war on terror], nor does it rationalize or  legalize it. To put it differently,
even if we had never filed, fought,  and won 
Rasul
, the country would still be in the exact same, endless war.” Furthermore, as Ratner wrote in his
autobiography, 
Moving the Bar: My Life as a Radical Lawyer
, the 
New York Times 
called 
Rasul
“the most important civil rights case in 50 years.”

  

It  is the advent of drone warfare, not the legal work of Ratner, Margulies  and CCR, that has
“sanitized” the war on terror. The development of  drones has nothing to do with their litigation
and everything to do with  enriching defense contractors and protecting pilots from harm so 
Americans don’t have to see body bags. Even so, drone “pilots” suffer  from PTSD, while killing
an inordinate number of civilians  in the process.

  

“Moyn  seems to think opposing war and opposing torture in war are at odds.  Ratner is in fact
Exhibit A that they are not. He opposed both to the  end,” ACLU legal director David Cole twe
eted
.

  

Indeed, Ratner was a long-time opponent of illegal US wars. He attempted to enforce the War
Powers Resolution
in  1982 after Ronald Reagan sent “military advisers” to El Salvador.  Ratner sued George H.W.
Bush (unsuccessfully) to require congressional  authorization for the first Gulf War. In 1991,
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Ratner organized a war  crimes tribunal and condemned US aggression, which the Nuremberg 
Tribunal called “the supreme international crime.” In 1999, he condemned  the US-led NATO
bombing of Kosovo as “a crime of aggression.” In 2001,  Ratner and University of Pittsburgh law
professor Jules Lobel wrote in  JURIST that Bush’s war plan in Afghanistan violated
international law.  Shortly thereafter, Ratner told a meeting of the National Lawyers Guild  (of
which he was a past president) that the 9/11 attacks were not acts  of war but rather crimes
against humanity. In 2002, Ratner and his  colleagues at CCR wrote in 
the
New York Times
that  the “prohibition on aggression constitutes a fundamental norm of  international law and can
be violated by no nation.” In 2006, Ratner  gave the keynote address at an international
commission of inquiry on  the Bush administration’s crimes against humanity and war crimes, 
including the illegality of the Iraq war. In 2007, Ratner wrote in a  testimonial for my book, 
Cowboy Republic: Six Ways the Bush Gang Has Defied the Law
,  “From an illegal aggressive war in Iraq to torture, here it all is—the  six major ways the Bush
administration has made America an outlaw  state.”

  

Like Ratner, Canadian law professor Michael Mandel thought  the Kosovo bombing spelled the
death knell for enforcement of the  United Nations Charter’s proscription of the use of military
force  unless conducted in self-defense or sanctioned by the Security Council.  The Charter
defines aggression as “
the use of armed force by a State against the sovereignty, territorial integrity or political
independence of another State
, or in any other manner inconsistent with the Charter of the United Nations.”

  

In his book, How America Gets Away with Murder: Illegal Wars, Collateral Damage and Crimes
against Humanity ,  Mandel argues that the NATO Kosovo bombing set the
precedent for the US  wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. “It broke a fundamental legal and 
psychological barrier,” Mandel wrote. “When Pentagon guru Richard Perle  ‘thanked God’ for
the death of the UN, the first precedent he could cite  in justification of overthrowing the Security
Council’s legal supremacy  in matters of war and peace was Kosovo.”

  

Moyn, a Yale law  professor who purports to be an expert on legal strategy, has never 
practiced law. Perhaps that is why he mentions the International  Criminal Court (ICC) only once
in his book, Humane: How the United States Abandoned Peace and Reinvented War.  In that
single reference, Moyn falsely states that the ICC doesn’t  target wars of aggression, writing,
“[The ICC] fulfilled the legacy of  Nuremberg, except in omitting its signature accomplishment of 
criminalizing illegal war itself.”
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If Moyn had read the Rome Statute  which established the ICC, he would see that one of the
four crimes punished under the statute is the crime of
aggression , 
which is defined as “the planning, preparation, initiation or  execution, by a person in a position
effectively to exercise control  over or to direct the political or military action of a State, of an act 
of aggression which, by its character, gravity and scale, constitutes a  manifest violation of the
Charter of the United Nations.”

  

But the  ICC couldn’t prosecute the crime of aggression when Ratner was still  alive because
the aggression amendments didn’t come into force until  2018, two years after Ratner died.
Moreover, neither Iraq, Afghanistan  nor the United States have ratified the amendments,
making it impossible  to punish aggression unless the UN Security Council so directs. With  the
US veto on the Council, that will not happen.

  

Margulies said  that “only a critic who has never represented a client could suggest  that it
would’ve been better to file litigation that had no remote  chance of success instead of trying to
prevent a prisoner’s lawless and  inhumane detention. The very suggestion is insulting, and
Michael  understood that better than anyone.”

  

In fact, three cases filed by  other lawyers that challenged the legality of the Iraq war were
thrown  out of court by three different federal courts of appeals. The First  Circuit ruled in 2003
that active-duty members of the US military and members of Congress had  no “standing” to
object to the legality of the war before it started,  because any harm to them would be
speculative. In 2010, the Third  Circuit 
found
that New Jersey Peace Action, two mothers of children who had completed  multiple tours of
duty in Iraq, and an Iraq war veteran had no  “standing” to contest the war’s lawfulness because
they couldn’t show  they had been personally harmed. And in 2017, the Ninth Circuit 
held
in a case filed by an Iraqi woman that defendants Bush, Dick Cheney,  Colin Powell,
Condoleezza Rice and Donald Rumsfeld had immunity from  civil lawsuits. 

  

Margulies also told me, “the implication that Rasul somehow  enabled the forever wars is simply
incorrect. Because of the war in  Afghanistan, the first phase of the war on terror was fought on
the  ground, which predictably led the US to capture and interrogate a great  many prisoners.
But this phase of the war has long since been supplanted  by an aspiration to what the NSA
calls ‘information dominance.’”  Margulies added, “More than anything, the war on terror is now
a war of  continuous, global surveillance followed episodically by drone strikes.  It is a war about
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signals more than soldiers. Nothing in Rasul,
or any of the detention litigation, has the slightest effect on this new phase.”

  

“And  why would anyone think that had torture continued, the war on terror  would have come to
a halt? That’s Moyn’s premise, for which he offers  not a scintilla of evidence,” Cole, a former
CCR staff attorney, tweeted . “To say it’s deeply implausible is an understatement. And let’s
suppose  for a minute that allowing torture to continue would contribute to  ending the war. Are
lawyers supposed to look the other way, to sacrifice  their clients in the quixotic hope that
allowing them to be tortured  will accelerate the end of the war?”

  

In Moyn’s book titled Humane, he sardonically takes Ratner and his CCR colleagues to task for
“editing war crimes out of your wars.” Throughout his NYRB scre
ed,  Moyn contradicts himself in an attempt to support his sketchy  narrative, alternately
maintaining that Ratner wanted to humanize war  and Ratner didn’t want to humanize war
(“Ratner’s objective was never  really to make American war more humane”).

  

Bill Goodman was  CCR’s Legal Director on 9/11. “Our options were to devise legal  strategies
that challenged kidnappings, detentions, tortures, and  murders by the US military that followed
9/11 or to do nothing,” he told  me. “Even if the litigation failed—and it was a very difficult 
strategy—it could at least serve the purpose of publicizing these  outrages. To do nothing was
to acknowledge that democracy and the law  were helpless in the face of unconstrained
exercise of malignant power,”  Goodman said. “Under Michael’s leadership we chose to act
rather than  to falter. I have no regrets. Moyn’s approach—to do nothing—is  unacceptable.”

  

Moyn makes the ludicrous claim that  Ratner’s goal, like that of “some conservatives,” was to
“place the war  on terror on a solid legal foundation.” On the contrary, Ratner wrote in his
chapter published in my book, The United
States and Torture: Interrogation, Incarceration, and Abuse,
“Preventive detention is a line that should never be crossed. A central  aspect of human liberty
that has taken centuries to win is that no  person shall be imprisoned unless he or she is
charged and tried.” He  continued, “If you can take away those rights and simply grab someone
by  the scruff of the neck and throw them into some offshore penal colony  because they are
non-citizen Muslims, those deprivations of rights will  be employed against all. … This is the
power of a police state and not a  democracy.”

  

Lobel, who followed Ratner as president of CCR, told Democracy Now! that Ratner “never
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backed down from a fight against oppression, against  injustice, no matter how difficult the odds,
no matter how hopeless the  case seemed to be.” Lobel said, “Michael was brilliant in combining
 legal advocacy and political advocacy. … He loved people all around the  globe. He
represented them, met with them, shared their misery, shared  their suffering.”

  

Ratner spent his life fighting tirelessly  for the poor and the oppressed. He sued Ronald
Reagan, George H.W.  Bush, Bill Clinton, Rumsfeld, the FBI and the Pentagon for their 
violations of law. He challenged US policy in Cuba, Iraq, Haiti,  Nicaragua, Guatemala, Puerto
Rico and Israel/Palestine. Ratner was lead  counsel for whistleblower Julian Assange, who is
facing 175 years in  prison for exposing US war crimes  in Iraq, Afghanistan and Guantánamo.

  

To  suggest, as Moyn cynically does, that Michael Ratner has prolonged wars  by enforcing the
rights of the most vulnerable, is sheer nonsense. One  can’t help but think that Moyn has made
Ratner the target of his  condemnation not only in an attempt to bolster his absurd theory, but 
also to sell copies of his misguided book.

  

Marjorie Cohn ,  a former criminal defense attorney, is professor emerita at Thomas  Jefferson
School of Law, past president of the National Lawyers Guild,  and member of the bureau of the
International Association of Democratic  Lawyers. She has published four books about the “war
on terror”:  Cowboy Republic: Six Ways the Bush Gang Has Defied the Law; The
United  States and Torture: Interrogation, Incarceration, and Abuse; Rules of  Disengagement:
The Politics and Honor of Military Dissent; and Drones  and Targeting Killing: Legal, Moral and
Geopolitical Issues.
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